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ON OSCILLATIONS OF SECOND ORDER 
LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

A. Zaghrout 

The se∞nd order differential equations of the form (pψ)' + qy = f are 
investigated. Sufficient conditions to ensure boundedness and oscillations 
of solutions are given 

I. Introduction 

Consider the self-adjoint se∞nd order linear differential equation 

[P(x)ψ(x)]' + q(x)y(x) = 0 (11) 

and the corresponding nonhomogen∞us equation 

[P(x)y'(x) l' + q(x)y(x) = f(x). (N1I) 

The functions p, q and f are positive cont inuous functions on an interval 
1 = [a , ∞)， a ~ 0 and their products are nondecreasing, unbounded , and 
of c1ass C’[1] . 

It is well known that if 

L∞ [1/p(x)]dx = ∞， 10∞ q(x)dx = ∞ 서
 

1 ( 

then every solution y(x) of (H) oscillates on 1 
In recent papers Maki [8] , Komkov [5] showed out the usefulness of the 

transformation y(x) = ψ(x)z(x) in studying qualitative properties of (H) 
This transformation transforms 

y" + q(x)y = f(x) (0. 1 ) 
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into 
(w2z')' + ψ(ω"+qω)z = fw. (0.2) 

If ω(t) is a solution of 
ψ"+qψ=0 (0.3) 

then (0.2) becomes 
(ψ2Z')' = fψ. (0 .4) 

Equation (0 .4) enables us to study the oscillatory behaviour of solutions 
of (0.1) in terms of the forcing function f and the nonoscillatory solutions 
。f (0.3). 

Fink and Mary [4] proved that if the equation (H) is oscillaroty then 
the equation 

(p(x)Z'(x))' + Àq(x)z(x) = 0 

is also oscillatory for À > 1. It is c1ear that this equation can be written 
as 

(p(x)Z'(x)/W + q(x)z(x) = 0 

Also Erbe [2], proved that multiplying the coe田cient q(x) by a function 
a( x) preserves the oscillatory pro얘pe앙r따 The purpose of this paper is t。
eatablish sufficient conditions to ensure boundedness , and oscillations of 
solutions of (H) and (NH). We shall make use of the following notions for 
every solution y(x) of (H). 

[(pq)γ = {I(pq) ’1 + (pq)'} /2 [(pq )'t = {I(pq )'1- (pq)'} /2 (1.2) 

M[y , y'] = y2 + {(py')2 /pq} (1.3) 

with M. = M[y(a) ， ψ(a)] > O. Also the following theorem and definition 
will be used in our analysis: 

Theorem A [3]. If 
(i) p(x) > k > 0 on 1 and fo""(l/p(x))dx = ∞， 
(ii) q(x) > k > 0, 
(iii) f(x) E L(O , ∞)， 
then all nonoscillatory solutions y(x) of (NH) satisfy limr→∞ y(x) = O. 

Definition 1. Equation (H) is said to be disconjugate on 1 if no nontrivial 
solution of it has more than one zero. 
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Let C[a , bJ denote the set of absolutely continuous functions r( x) such 
that r(a) = r(b) = 0 and Ir'(x)1 E L. Let 

H[η a, bJ = l (p(r')2 - qr2)dx (1.4) 

for all r E C[a, bJ. It well known, [1], that (H) is disconjugate on la, bl if 
and only if Jlr,a,bl > 0 for all adrnissible functions r(x) , (r(x ) 줄 0). 

2. Main Results: 

First we will establish the following theorem: 

Theor em 2.1 
l많[ {[(pg)γjpq }dt 

e:us싫 and is finit e, then for any solution y(x) of (H) 

J많 [{(pq) ’(py' j2 j pq}dt 

exists and is βnite， and al1 solutions y( x) πmain bounded. 

Proof Differentiating (1.3) and using (H) we obtain 

(M[y , 페)' = -(pq)'(py’?j(pq? 

Hence 
M[y ,y’J= κ _ [(pq)'(py' )2 j(pq j2dt 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

Then we shall show that the expression (2 .4) exists and is finite . Using 
(1.2), (1.3), (2.3) and (2.4) we have 

Hence 

and 

o ~ (py’)2jpq ~ {(py')2jpq} + y2 = M[y , 피 
f % 

= M. - I (pq )'(py') 2 j (pq j2 dt 
f % 

= M. - I [{(pq) ’(py') 2} + + { (pq)'(pν’)2nj(pq) 2 dt . (2.5) 

(py' j2 j pq ~ M. + [{(py' )2(pq)') - j (pq )2dt , (2.6) 

[{(pq)'(PY' j2 }+j(pq j2dt ~ 짜 + [{ (pq )'(py끼j(pqj2 dt. (2 .7) 
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From (2.6) and by using Gron빼II inequality we have 

(때')2 Jpq ::S κexp([ {(pq)')- Jpqdt) 

< κe째(J.∞ {(pq)'} - Jpq dt) 

and thus (py')2 Jpq is bounded on 1. It can be easily seen, from (2.7) , that 

l많 [ {(pq) ’(py' j2} - J(pq)2dt 

l많 [{(pq)'(py')2}+ J(pq)2dt 

exist and are finite and the result follows from (2지 and (2.5). 

Theorem 2.2. 1J 

(i) J.∞ (lJp)dx = ∞，J.∞ qdx = ∞，뿔pJq = 0, (2 .8) 

떠 짧[{(pq)'Jpq}dt ， (2.9) 

exists and βnite， then all solutions oJ (H) are bounded and oscilatory on 
I 

Proof Theorem 2.1 implies that the solutio따 。f (H) are bounded on 1 and 
M[y ，피 remains bounded on 1. By Leighton result [6] and (1. 1), it f，이lows 
that under conditions (2.8) and (2.9) , all solutions of (H) are oscillatory. 
This completes the proof. 

Theorem 2.3. A necessary and sufficient condition Jor solutions oJ (H) 
to be oscillatorν is that there exists a Junctioπ ψ(x) 폼 o oJ class C'[1] Jor 
which 

L∞(lJpψ)dx = ∞， J.∞ ω[(pψ')' + qω]dx = ∞ (2.10) 

hold 

Proof Let u(x) and v(x) be any two linearly independent solution of (H) 
for which A bel’s formula is given by 

pW = p[t피 

where W is the Wronskian of u and v , and k > 0 is a constant. It is clear 
that 

ω(x) = 파2(X) + v2(x) (2.11) 
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is a solution of 
pψ3[(pω')’ +qψ] = e 

The transformation y = wz transforms (H) into 

(pw2 z')' + ψ[(pω')' + qw]z = 0 

Further, if w( x) is such that 

(pψ2)미(pψ')' + qw] = 1 

and using the transformation 

t = [[1/(r(t)u2 (t))]dt 
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(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14 ) 

of the independent variable, then the, two linearly independent solutions 
of (2.13) are 

sin [[1/r(t)u2 (t)]dt , cos [[1/r(t)u2(t)]dt 

But (2.14) is simply (12.12) with k = 1, thus solutions of (H) are oscillatory 
if and only if solutions of (2 .13) are oscillatory there. It follows that if 
solutions of (H) are oscillatory on 1, then there exists a function w(x) =F 0 
of class C’[1] such that conditions (2.10) hold. 

Conversely, if there exists function ω(x) ￥ o of class C'[I] such the 
condition (2.10) hold, then by condition (1.1) and Theorem (2.2) , solutions 
of (H) are oscillatory. 

As a consequence result for equation (2.13) is following: 

Theorem 2 .4. If there exists a function ω(x) > 0 of class C2 [I] such that 
(pωγ +qω < 0 for large x , then the solutions of (H) are nonosciIlatorν 
on 1. 

Example 1. By taking p(x) = 1, a = 1, then equation (H) is reduced to 
the form 

y" + q( x)y = 0, 1 :::; x < ∞ 

and conditions (2.10) become 

j∞(1/이)dx = ∞， 1∞ ω(ψ2+ qω)dx = ∞ 
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By setting ψ = xì , then these conditions are reduced to 

j∞(l/x)dx = ∞， j∞{xq + 11J4x l} dx = ∞ 

then the solutions of y" + q(x)y = 0 are oscillatory on [1 , ∞). 

Example 2. Consider the differential equation~ 

y"+(k/X3)y =0 ,1 ~x < ∞ 

and there exists a function Z such that 

z(x" + (k/x3)z) < 0, for large x. (2.15) 

By a choice z = x! , then the solutions of (2.15) are nonoscillatory on 
[1 , ∞). 

Theorem 2.5. lf 

j∞(pq)'Jpqdx < ∞， j∞ fJ(pq)!dx < ∞ (2.16) 

then all solutions of (NH) are bounded. 

Proof Using the substitution ψ = ψ， then the equation (NH) takes the 
form 

ψ’ = (-p'ψ - qy + f)Jp. 

Define 
E(y , ψ， x)= [pω2/2qJ + x깅 /2. 

Then 

dE 
dx 

(Jψ/q) - (ψ2(pq)' J2q2) 

~ (JψJq) + {(pq)'/pq}E 

But since 
1
」이
 
ι
 

+ 、

이
 

。‘ --2 w ” u ) --•2 

떼
 

M < 
-시

 
… n 피

 

r r J 

then 
E’ = IJ/(pq)t + (pq)'/pqJE+ fJ2(pq)t. 

Using condition (2.15) and Gronwall’5 inequality it follows that E is 
bounded, and consequently y(x) is bounded. This completes the proo f. 
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Theorem 2.6. [J there exists a positive Junclion ψ(x) such thatw(x)J(x) E 
L( l), ψ(ψ"+qψ) > k，ψ2 > k, Jor some k, > 0 and Jt' (1jw2)dx = ∞， 
then every nonoscillatory solution oJ (NH) with p(t) = 1 satis，βes 

J5g y(z)ψ(x) = O. 

Proof The result follows from Theorem A and the hypothesis, each 
nonoscillatory solutions of (0.2) satisfies limz_∞ z(x) = 0 

Theorem 2.7. [J (NH) has a solution r(x) < 0 on 1, then equation (H) 
is disconjugate. 

Proof It is sufficient to show that, for any number c > a, equation (H) is 
disconjugate on [a , 이 E 1 (i .e. J[r, a, c) > 0 for all r E C[a , b], r(x) 줄 이 
Let 

then 

Hence 

ψ = (pr'jr) 

m’ :; [(pr')'r - p(r끼jr2 = J /r - q - [(pr’)2/r2)/p 

= (Jjr)-q-(ψ2jp) 

-q= ω， - (ω2jp) _ (J jr). 

Therefore for any Z E C[a , c) we have 

_qz2 = ω'Z2 + (ψ2z2jp) _ (Jz2jr). 

Using (1.4) we have 

H[zja ,c) = [(p(z')2 - qz2)dx 

= [{ψ'Z2 + p(Z')2 + (ω2z2jp) _ Jz2jr)}dx 

= ψZ2)~ - [2ωzz'dx + [{p(z'f + (ψ2Z2 jp) _ (JZ2 jr)}dx 

[{p(Z')2 + (ψ2z2jp)_2ψzz' - (J z2 jr )}dx 

j cUpSzl - p-삼Z)2 - Jz2jr}dx > 0 

This completes the proo f. 
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